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Workshop Hours:
All members
Adult Members
Junior Workshop
Sale of Gemstones
Tea/coffee/snacks
Bring & show

Wednesday
10:00am to 1:00pm
Saturday
2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Saturday
11:00am to 1:00pm
Every Saturday
3:00pm
served every Saturday at 3:00pm Visitors are most welcome
last Saturday afternoon each month

Dear Members,

The new Club email address is quite long!
Natalmineralandgemsociety@gmail.com
Please use this address for all your contributions to the news letter, complaints,
suggestions etc.
We are planning an open day for the Pineville Junction Center for the 28 November 2015.
Planning is at an early stage, more information will be passed on closer to the time. If you
would like a table, or know someone who would, please start preparations now. The items
on the day must be crafts, no store bought goods please.
There is no outing planned for October!
I have not had feed-back on the last outing that was to Jozini, I hope to have a report by
the next news letter.
Rosemary recently spent 5 days at Ndmu Game Reserve, here is a short resume of her
stay:Natal’s best kept secret is a birders paradise tucked in the north-west corner bordering
Southern Mozambique. It is the meeting place of the tropical with the sub-tropical species
of birds. “Ndumu” is a very special game reserve which I have been visiting since the
1970’s.
It is small as accommodation goes – 7 chalets – or for those who wish – camping. Not
a lot of Homo Sapiens here!
Craig and I were up here for 5 days and however valiantly I tried, I could not reach my
best target of 120 different birds. Alas 111 was my count. But the mega-tick came
unanticipated.

Pel’s Fishing Owl, a very large, rufous coloured bird with boldly-barred under parts
frequents this area. It is uncommon and secretive. When spotted it will fly a short
distance and settle, then fly off again.
Bongani, our mentor, suddenly stopped the 4-wheel drive in the thick riverine forest, and
out from the fever trees burst this huge 65cm owl, clutching a large fish with the talons of
one foot. It was Pel’s!
My heart thudded with excitement. What a majestic sight. How privileged Craig and I were
to have seen this wonderful bird. The memory is etched forever-more in my brain.
I never visit Ndumu with expectations. I know she will put on her best face for me, and I have never been
disappointed.
Rosemary

Here is an article on Ruby’s from the Gemological Institute of America Inc.

This article courtesy of GIA news.

Ruby Description

Ruby and sapphire are varieties of the mineral corundum. - Courtesy Hamilton Jewelers

Ruby is the most valuable variety of the corundum mineral species, which also includes
sapphire. Rubies can command the highest per-carat price of any colored stone. This makes
ruby one of the most important gems in the colored stone market.
In its purest form, the mineral corundum is colorless. Trace elements that become part of the
mineral’s crystal structure cause variations in its color. Chromium is the trace element that
causes ruby’s red, which ranges from an orangy red to a purplish red.
The strength of ruby’s red depends on how much chromium is present—the more chromium,
the stronger the red color. Chromium can also cause fluorescence, which adds to the intensity
of the red color.
The most renowned rubies, like those from Myanmar, the Himalayas, and northern Vietnam,
typically form in marble. They’re found in layers that are distributed irregularly within the
surrounding marble. Marble forms as part of the metamorphic (rock-altering) process, when
heat and pressure from mountain formation act on existing limestone deposits.

Rubies found in marble deposits often have a vibrant red glow.

Marble has low iron content, so the rubies that originate in marble (called “marble-hosted” by
gemologists) lack iron. Because of this, many have an intense red color.

In addition, rubies found in marble typically fluoresce red under ultraviolet light—even the
ultraviolet light in sunlight. Fluorescence can make a ruby’s color even more intense and
increase its value.
In other locations, rubies can be found in basalt rocks. Rubies from these sources can have
higher iron content, which can make the rubies darker and less intense in color. Higher iron
content in the chemical makeup of a ruby can also mask the red fluorescence, eliminating that
extra glow of red color seen in marble-hosted rubies.

Ruby History and Lore

To commemorate the 50th anniversary of The Wizard of Oz, Harry Winston created real ruby slippers set with 4,600 rubies. Courtesy Harry Winston

Red is the color of our most intense emotions—love and anger, passion and fury. It’s
associated with objects of power and desire—like fast cars and red roses. Early cultures
treasured rubies for their similarity to the redness of the blood that flowed through their veins,
and believed that rubies held the power of life.
Ruby is one of the most historically significant colored stones. Rubies are mentioned four
times in the Bible, in association with attributes like beauty and wisdom. In the ancient
language of Sanskrit, ruby is called ratnaraj, or “king of precious stones.”
In the first century AD, the Roman scholar Pliny included rubies in his Natural History,
describing their hardness and density. Ancient Hindus believed that those who offered fine
rubies to the god Krishna were granted rebirth as emperors.
Hindus divided ruby into four castes, calling the true Oriental ruby a Brahmin. Someone in
possession of a Brahmin was believed to have the advantage of perfect safety.
Ruby has accumulated a host of legends over the centuries. People in India believed that

rubies enabled their owners to live in peace with their enemies. In Burma (a ruby source since
at least 600 AD—now called Myanmar), warriors possessed rubies to make them invincible in
battle. However, it wasn’t enough to just wear the rubies. They had to insert them into their
flesh and make them part of their bodies.
The name ruby comes from the Latin word ruber, which means “red.” The glowing red of ruby
suggested an inextinguishable flame burning in the stone, even shining through clothing and
able to boil water.
Ruby has been called the most precious of the 12 stones created by God.
Ruby retained its importance with the birth of the western world and became one of the most
sought-after gems of European royalty and the upper classes. Many medieval Europeans
wore rubies to guarantee health, wealth, wisdom, and success in love.
Desire for ruby is just as great today as it always has been. As a symbol of passion, ruby
makes an ideal romantic gift. Consumers are drawn to the lush color because it also signifies
wealth and success.
Plans are well under way for the 2016 Gemboree see attached pages.
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